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ABSTRACT 
The basic results of N. I. Achiezer and M. G. Krein from the classical polynomial 
moment theory are concerned with certain representations of elements of a positive 
definite Hankel matrix. These results are generalized to the case of an arbitrary 
(scalar or block) hermitian Hankel matrix and are shown to be closely related to some 
factorizations of block Hankel matrices, matrix polynomials, and indefinite scalar 
products. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The main objective of this work is a generalization of the following 
Achiezer-Krein theorem: 
THEOREM 0.1 [l, p. 81. ZfH = [hi+j]f,;L, is a hermitian positive definite 
Hankel matrix, then there exist infinitely many canonical representations of 
the form 
1 
h, = c P+; (k=O,l,..., 2z-2), (0.1) 
j=l 
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where 
pj>o (j=1,2 ,..., I), -m<p1<p2< *f. <k,<m. 
Moreover, given any real number u = hzl _ 1, one can find among the repre- 
sentations (0.1) one and only one such that 
1 
h,l-l= C pjp;‘-‘. 
j=l 
(0.2) 
It is easily observed that the representation (0.1) is equivalent to the 
following factorization of the matrix H: 
in which the condition pj z /.L~ for j # i just means that the Vandermonde 
matrix appearing above is nonsingular. 
In this work our generalizations are concerned with the case when H is a 
block Hankel matrix with n x n blocks and is nonsingular hermitian but not 
necessarily positive definite. Hence the Achiezer-Krein theorem is general- 
ized also in the scalar case. The case of an arbitrary n X n block Hankel 
matrix will be treated elsewhere. 
Viewing the numbers pj appearing in (0.3) as roots of a manic polyno- 
mial L(A) of degree I, we derive generalizations of Theorem 0.1 in terms of 
the Gohberg-Lancaster-Rodman spectral theory of matrix polynomials devel- 
oped in [3] and subsequent works. More precisely, let 
L(A)=Z,,+AL,+ .-. +A’-‘L,_,+A’Ll (LkECnX”, k=O,I,...I) 
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be an n X n numic matrix polynomial (that is, L, = I, the n X n identity 
matrix). The pair of matrices (X, T), where X is n X In and T is In X In, is 
said to be a (right) star&m-d pair of L(h) if the In X In matrix 
col( XTj);:; G 
is nonsingular and the equation 
L,X + L,XT + . *. + L,_,XT’-’ + XT’= 0 
holds. The spectrum of a manic matrix polynomial L(h) is defined as the set 
a(L) ={p E C:det L(p)= O}. The members of a(L) are referred to as 
eigenuahes of the manic matrix polynomial L(h). 
The matrix T is called a linearization of L(A) and can be characterized as 
a matrix similar to the (block) companion matrix 
c,= 
I 
0 z 0 *-. 0 
0 0 z .-* 0 
; ; ; . . . ; 
0 0 0 **- Z 
-L, -L, **. - LI-1 
associated with the matrix polynomial L(A). 
(0.4) 
Clearly, the pair of matrices (X(O), C,), where the matrix X(O) = 
[I 0 . . . 0] is n X In, is an example of a (right) standard pair for L(A). 
Another standard pair, called a (right) Jordan pair, provides a complete 
explicit description of the spectral properties of the given matrix polynomial 
and can be introduced as the pair (Q,J), in which J is a Jordan form of C, 
and Q = X”‘S, where S stands for a matrix transforming C, into a Jordan 
form: C, = SJS-‘. The spectral meaning of a right Jordan pair stems from the 
fact that c(L) coincides with the spectrum of the matrix / and the columns 
of the n X In matrix Q form a canonical system of (right) Jordan chains of the 
manic matrix polynomial L(A) (refer to [3, Section 1.81 for a detailed 
exposition). Here we only recall that a nonzero n X 1 vector Q. is an 
eigenvector of L(A) corresponding to the eigenvalue A, if L(Ao)ao = 0. 
Let R denote a nonsingular hermitian matrix. As defined in [4, p. 221, a 
nonsingular matrix T is said to be R-self-adjoint (with respect to the 
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indefinite scalar product generated by R) if T*R = RT. The eigenvalues of 
an R-self-adjoint matrix are symmetric with respect to the real line. As 
shown below, the concept of a R-self-adjoint matrix is intimately connected 
to the Achiezer-Krein type decompositions of block Hankel matrices. 
The following result presents a weak version of our main Theorem 1.3 
concerning a generalization of the Achiezer-Krein theorem for nonsingular 
hermitian block Hankel matrices. 
THEOREM 0.2. Let H denote a nonsingular hermitian block Hankel 
matrix : 
H=[H,+j]f=i’_, (Hk~C”X”, k=0,1,...,2l-2). 
Then to every given hermitian matrix U = H,t _ I there corresponds a unique 
set of integers rl, r-s,. . . , rP (Zrj = ln) such that the n x n entries of H admit a 
representation 
H, = i XjT;RjX; (k =0,1,...,21-2) (0.5) 
j=l 
having the following properties: 
(a> the matrices Rj are rj x rj and nonsingular hermitian; 
(b) the rj X rj matrices Tj* are Rj-self&joint and hence have eigenval- 
ues symmetric relative to the real line; 
(c) the matrices Xj are n x rj and such that the matrix 
is square and nonsingular. 
Furthermore. 
Hzl_, = 5 XjTj2’-‘I-$X;. 
j=l 
(0.6) 
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The matrix 2 above can be naturally viewed as a generalized Vander- 
nwnde matrix and briefly written as follows: 
x = col( XT’);:;, 
where 
x=[x, x, *‘- xv], T=diag[T,,T, ,..,, T,], 
and diag[T,,Z’,,..., T,] stands for the block diagonal matrix with the matrices 
T,,T,,..., T,, on its main (block) diagonal. With this notation, the statement 
of Theorem 0.2 can be reformulated as the existence of a factorization 
where R=diadRr,R,,..., 
Rj-self-adjoint). 
RP] and TjRj = RjTj* for all j (that is, Tj* is 
The matrices X and T above are n X In and In X In, respectively, and 
such that det $ # 0. Hence (cf. [3, pp. 45-461) there exists a manic n X n 
matrix polynomial L(A) = Zi,‘,hjLj + A’Z having (X, T) as its (right) stan- 
dard pair. Furthermore, it turns out that the coefficients of this polynomial 
form a solution of a (block) Yule-Walker type equation 
-[LO 15, *.* Ll_,]H=[H, *a. H21-2 U], (0.7) 
where the matrix V = Hzl_, is hermitian. 
A close connection between the matrix polynomials L(h) derived from 
(0.7) and homogeneous Lyapunov equations in companion matrices is indi- 
cated. In particular (see Theorem 1.1 for the complete statement), it is shown 
that, for any nonsingular hermitian block Hankel matrix H, the equation (0.7) 
with a hermitian Hz,_, yields the following equation in the companion 
matrices: 
C,H = HC,*, 
and vice versa. The latter shows that the matrix C,* is H-self-adjoint and, in 
particular, the spectrum of the companion matrix for L(A), as well as that of 
L(A) itself, is symmetric with respect to the real line (cf. [4, p. 231). 
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The results obtained in this work are closely related to the theory of 
polynomials orthogonal on the real line (see e.g., [l, 2, 61) and the polynomial 
moment problem (see e.g., [l, Section I]) of finding a bounded nondecreasing 
function S satisfying the condition [compare Equation (O.l)] 
h,=ltkd6(t) (k=O,l,...). 
The function S can be viewed as a point measure with 1 points of growth, 
and hence the Achiezer-Krein result is concerned with discrete measures of a 
moment problem. Note that in the nonpositive case the measure approach 
does not seem possible any more. 
Matrix generalizations of the Achiezer-Krein theorem for Toeplitz matri- 
ces (known also as the Caratheodory theorem [5]) have been established in 
[Sl. 
I. MAIN THEOREMS 
The following result is basic for us. 
THEOREM 1.1. For any hermitian block Hankel matrix H = [Hi+j]f.‘,, 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) There exists a factorization 
(X ECnxln, 
with nonsingular left and right factors and such that 
TR = RT*. 
(2) The equation 
-[LO L, a.0 LI_,]H=[HI ... 
T, R E Cznxzn) (1.1) 
(1.2) 
H 22-z ul (1.3) 
is solvable fm sm hermitian matrix U = Hz,_,. 
Proqf. 
z-1 - 
(1) + (2): The representation (1.1) yields for each k = 0, 1, . . . , 
X 
XT 
II: I 
= RT*kX*. (1.5) 
XT’-’ 
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(3) The homogeneous Qapunov equution 
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C,H - HC,* = 0, (1.4) 
where C, denotes an nl X nl block companion matrix, is valid. 
Moreover, the pair of matrices (X, T) appearing in (1.1) is a right standard 
pair of the manic matrix polynomial L(h) = Cf IbA'L, + A’1 generated by the 
n X n solution matrices Lj of (1.3). The block companion matrix C, in (1.4) is 
associated with the manic matrix polynomial L(A) dejned above. 
Since the matrix x = col(XTj)~~~ is nonsingular, it follows (see [3, p. 451) 
that there exists a (unique) manic n X n matrix polynomial of degree I, 
L(A) = L, + AL, + * * * + A’-IL,_, + A’Z, 
such that (X, T) is its (right) standard pair. That is, C;=,L,XT’ = 0, where 
L, = Z or, what is equivalent, 
-[Lo L, *** L,_,]z=XT’, (1.6) 
where 2 = col(XTj)~~& Hence, premultiplying (1.5) by [L, L, . . * LI_,], 
we obtain for k = 0 1 , >.*.> Z-l 
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Therefore, 
-[Lo L, -** h-1]H= [XT$x* XT’RT*X* . . . XT’RT*z-lX*] 
(1.7) 
Inviewof(1.2)and(1.5), wehavefor k=O,l,...,l-2 
(1.8) 
Hence the equation (1.7) becomes (1.3) with the hermitian matrix 
(2)+(3): Th e e ua ion (1.3) along with its complex conjugate equivalent q t’ 
- Hcol(L$_, = col(Hj);;;' (4-l = VT 
implies 
where CL stands for a block companion matrix associated with L(A). Thus 
(1.4) holds. 
(3) + (1): Let (1.4) hold, and let L(A) denote the manic matrix polyno- 
mial associated with CL. Define the matrix 
R = z-lH&-1, 
where X = col(XTj)jlt and (X,T) is a right standard pair of L(A). Obvi- 
ously, the representation (1.1) holds. Now substitute into the equation (1.4) 
the easily verified relation 
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and use the representation (1.1) already established to deduce the required 
relation (1.2). n 
REMARKS. Obviously, the factorization (1.1) with the condition (1.2) 
yields the following representation of the elements of H: 
H, = XTkRXY (k =O,l,..., 21-2). (1.9) 
Provided the condition (1.2) is fulfilled, the converse is also true. That is, the 
representations (1.9) imply (1.1). 
Furthermore, it is well known that any p X p nonsingular hermitian 
matrix R is congruent (see, e.g., [7, p. 1841) to the matrix 
where s denotes the number of positive eigenvalues of R counting multiplic- 
ities. Hence the decomposition (1.1) can be written in the form 
where R = WDW* with a nonsingular matrix W, and where X = XW, 
_T = W-‘TW. Note that, along with (X,T), the pair of matrices (&,_T) is a 
right standard pair of the manic matrix polynomial L(h) associated with 
H = [Hi+j]f,jio and a hermitian matrix U = Hz,_ 1. It is also easily observed 
that _T* is quasi-self-adjoint with respect to D. 
Combining this with decompositions (1.91, we can view (1.1) as a repre- 
sentation of the hermitian block Hankel matrix H in a form of a generalized 
Gram matrix: 
H= [(_T*~G,_T*‘G)]~,JL,, 
in which G = &* and the indefinite (block) inner product of one-block 
column matrices (E, F) G (E, DF) A F* DE is used. Clearly, in the scalar 
positive definite case this reduces to a representation of the block Hankel 
matrix H as an ordinary Gram matrix. 
The equation (1.4) with a nonsingular hermitian (and necessarily block 
Hankel) matrix H shows that the matrix Cz is H-self-adjoint. On the other 
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hand, it follows from (1.2) that if R is nonsingular hermitian, then T* is 
quasi-self-adjoint with respect to the indefinite metric generated by R. It 
turns out the the existence of factorization (1.1) provides a close relationship 
between the pairs of matrices above. 
Recall that, as defined in [4, p. 311, two pairs of matrices (A,, B,) and 
(A,, B,) are said to be uniturily similar if there exists a nonsingular matrix S 
such that 
A, = S-‘A,S, B, = s*I$s. 
Thus the relations 
c, = m?‘, H = .fzLf* 
from the above (with the first rewritten in the complex conjugate form) mean 
that the pairs (C,*,H) and (T*, R) are unitarily similar to the transition 
matrix S = X*. In particular, T* is R-self-adjoint, and therefore the spec- 
trum of T is symmetric with respect to the real line. 
The pair of matrices (X,T) appearing in Theorem 1.1 is any (right) 
standard pair of the manic matrix polynomial L(h). It is our goal now to 
determine a standard pair for L(A) such that the decomposition of the given 
block Hankel matrix is as simple as possible. As expected, the desired pair 
turns out to be related to a (specific) Jordan pair. 
Let (X0, J) stand for a Jordan pair of L(h). Since Cz is H-self-adjoint, it 
follows (see, e.g., [4, p. 231) that the number and sizes of Jordan blocks in J 
corresponding to a nonreal eigenvalue A,, and those for ho are the same. So 
the Jordan matrix J can be assumed to be of the form 
l(Al>~l(A~>~.~~~l(A,>, 
l(L+1) 0 
o 
1 l(JL+,) ‘...’ 
i 
l&+/3) 0 
0 l(L+p) 11 > (1.10) 
where each J(Aj) is a Jordan block associated with a real eigenvalue Aj when 
1~ j < (Y and with a nonreal eigenvalue when j = cr + 1,. . . , (Y + p. The 
decomposition (1.10) can be rewritten in a simplified form 
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where 4 = J(hj) for 1 Q j Q cy and 4 = diag[J(Aj),J(%j)] for (Y + 1 <j Q 
LY + p. For all j the size of J; is denoted by rj. 
Recall that matrices of the form [ 6i,s+ r _j]f, j= 1, where ai, j is the 
Kronecker symbol are referred to as sip matrices. 
THEOREM 1.2 [4, pp. 33-341. In the notation aboue, the pair (T*, R) (as 
well us CC,?, H)) is uniturily similar to the canonical pair (1, P,,,), where 
P~,,=diag[~~P~,e~P~,....e,P,,P,+~,...,P~+~l. (1.11) 
The matrices Pj are 1; X rj sip matrices, while E = E,, e2,. . . , E, is an ordered 
set of signs f 1 uniquely determined by CT*, R) up to permutation of sign-s 
corresponding to equal Jordan blocks. 
Clearly, the matrix J is 
pairs CT*, R) and (J, P,,,> 
P,,,- self-adjoint. The unitary similarity of the 
means that there exists a nonsingular matrix S 
such that 
T* = S-‘JS, R = S* PE,,S. (1.12) 
H = xM* above can be Hence T = S*J*S*-‘, and the decomposition 
written in the form 
(1.13) 
where the matrix X = XS* is the first component in the right (Jordan type) 
standard pair (X, J*> for L(h). 
Using the notation p = (Y + p, we summarize our discussion in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let H denote a nonsingular hermitian block Hunkel 
mutrix : 
H=[H,,]:,;‘, (H,/zC”~“, H,=Hk”, k=0,1,...,22-2). 
Then to every hermitiun n X n matrix U = Hz,__ 1 there corresponds a unique 
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set of indices rI,r2,..., rP (Crj = In) such that the representation 
H= 
R, 0 . . . 
0 R, . 
0 * . 
. . . X 
O * 
- R p-1 0 
. . . * 0 R, 
. .* x, 
X 
**. xpj; 
. . . xpJ;T’-’ 
with the following properties is valid: 
1 
* 
(1.14) 
(a) The matrices Rj are rj x rj nonsingular hermitian and are given by 
the j&n&s 
Rj=ejPj (j=1,2 ,..., a), Rj=q (j=a+l,a+2 ,..., p), (1.15) 
where the integer (Y and the sip matrices Pj are defined above. 
(b) The rj X 1; matrices jj are Jordan blocks for 1~ j =G a and are direct 
sums of two Jordan blocks associated with complex conjugate eigenvalues 
when j = (Y + 1,. . . , p. 
(c) The matrices Xj are n X rj and such that the matrices 
Z=[X, x, .*. XJ, J=diag[fl,_f2,...,fp] (1.16) 
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constitute a (right) standard pair of a manic matrix polynomial L(h) gener- 
ated by the solution of the equution (1.3). In particular, the left and right 
facturs in (1.14) are nonsingular. 
Furthermore, 
H 2l_1 = i xjfi2*-lRjxj*. (1.17) 
j=l 
Proof. Let a hermitian matrix U= H21_, be fixed. The equation (1.3) 
generates a unique manic matrix polynomial L(h) = Eifi=O hjLj such that, 
according to Theorem 1.1, the equation (1.4) is valid. Hence, by the same 
theorem, for any (right) standard pair (X, T) of L(A), there exists a hermitian 
matrix R such that 
H=JfRg*, TR = RT*, 
where X = col(XTj)jf=& 
As pointed out above, a passage from the pair (T*, R) to its (unitarily 
similar) canonical form (J, P,,,), w h ere J is arranged as in (1.10) and PE,, is 
defined in Theorem 1.2, allows one to derive the factorization (1.13) in which 
J? is the first component in the (right) pair (2, J*) for L(A). In view of 
(1.16), the factorization (1.14) now follows from (1.13) on using the substitu- 
tion (1.15). 
Let rj denote the size of the matrix 4 in (1.16). Then the matrix Xj in 
(1.16) is n X I;. Furthermore, for every j the sizes of 4 and Pj coincide, and 
hence the matrix Rj is rj X rj, as stated. Note that the set of indices {rj) is 
uniquely defined by the manic matrix polynomial L(A). 
It remains to observe that the decomposition (1.17) has been established 
in the proof of Theorem 1.1. n 
Observe that Theorem 0.2 announced in the Introduction follows imme- 
diately from Theorem 1.3. 
A consequence of Theorem 1.3 regarding hermitian positive definite 
block Hankel matrices is presented next. 
THEOREM 1.4. A hermitian block Hankel matrix H = [ Hi+j]f,;‘, is posi- 
tive definite zj’ and only if the n X n entries of H admit a representation 
In 
Hk = c pj~;XjXj* (k=O,l,..., 21-2), (1.18) 
j=l 
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in which Xj are n X 1 vectors; 
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and the matrix 
I (p=ln) 
is nonsingular, 
Proof. Let the matrix H be positive definite. Theorem 1.3 asserts the 
existence of a factorization of the form (1.14) in which the matrices Rj in 
(1.15) are necessarily positive definite. The sip matrices of order j > 1 fail to 
be definite, and therefore all pj turn out to be 1 X 1 matrices. Thus p = cr = In, 
and Rj in (1.14) are positive numbers denoted by pj (j = 1,2,. . . , In>. Also, 
the eigenvalues of J in (1.16) are real, and ej = 1 for all j = 1,2,. . . , a. 
The dimension of q is equal to that of 4 = Jj, and consequently the 
Jordan form J is a diagonal matrix with real eigenvalues. Thus the factoriza- 
tion 
H=%f*, ( 1.20) 
where 
R=diag[p,,p,,...,pl,l, X = col( XJ*j)f:‘o, 
x=[x, x, *-- x,,] 
and the diagonal matrix J consists of real numbers, is established. Obviously, 
ordering of pj in a nondecreasing order makes it equivalent to (1.18) and 
(1.19). 
Conversely, a representation of the form (1.18) [or, what is equivalent, 
(1.20)] with pj > 0 yields the positive definiteness of H. n 
Note that the representations (1.18) can be viewed as decompositions of 
the entries of a block Hankel into sums of matrices of rank one. Furthermore, 
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the vectors Xi in Theorem 1.4 are (ordinary, not generalized) eigenvectors 
of the manic matrix polynomial associated with a specific equation of the 
form (1.3). The numbers /.L~ are not necessarily distinct, but enjoy the 
property det X # 0, which follows from the fact that (X, J*) is a standard pair 
of a manic matrix polynomial. 
II. COMPUTING FACTORIZATIONS AND THE SCALAR CASE 
The decomposition H = _fM* with the indicated properties can be 
rewritten in an equivalent form which is more convenient for its practical 
computation. 
Let a hermitian matrix U = Hz,_, be chosen, and let the manic matrix 
polynomial L(h) b e computed from the equation (1.3). Denote by J a Jordan 
matrix associated with L(h), and fix a matrix X0 such that (X0, J*> is a 
(right) standard pair of L(A). Note that all matrices which can be substituted 
for X0 in (1.14) are given by the formula X = X’M, where M is any 
nonsingular matrix satisfying the condition 
MJ* = J*M (detM#O). (2.1) 
Hence (1.14) can be written in the (compact) form 
H= [ fJ;,_jMm*[ ?JIl_j. (2.2) 
In view of (1.16), the matrix M is a direct sum of matrices Mj, each of the 
size of $, satisfying the equation Mj$ = $Mj for each j. 
The formula (2.2) is helpful in computing decompositions of the form 
(1.14). Indeed, once a pair (X0, J*) is found, it remains only to determine M 
satisfying (2.1) in order to obtain a decomposition of the required type. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the nonsingular real symmetric block Hankel matrix 
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It is easily seen that 
Hence the manic matrix polynomial 
L(h)=L0+hL1+A21= 1-2;+*2 O 1 1+ A2 1 
is generated by the equation (1.3) with the matrix H, = -diag[l,2]. The 
eigenvalues of L(h) are j..61,2 = 1, /,~s,~ = + i and obviously are symmetric 
with respect to the real line. The matrices 
10 0 0 
x0= [ -1 1 
0 0 
0 0 I 
11’ 
I*= [ ; (: “i ; 00 0 i 1 
constitute a right (Jordan type) standard pair for L(A), and hence there exists 
a factorization (2.2) of the matrix H where M satisfies (2.1). That is, M is a 
(generally complex) matrix of the form 
M= 
Furthermore, in view of (1.151, the matrix R in (2.2) must be of the form 
R = diag[ R,, R,] = diag 
Simple computations show that the factorization 
H= [ ;;*]MRJ4*[ x’t;*] 
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of the matrix H is valid when the conditions 
- la12e =1, Re( Z/3) = 0, 76=-i 
are fulfilled. Hence E = -1, and the choice (Y = 1, p = 0, y = 1, S = -i 
leads to the following factorization of the given matrix: 
The example above shows that the main steps in computing a factoriza- 
tion of the indicated type are solving the equation (1.3) and determining the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors (that is, the pair X0,1*) of the manic matrix 
polynomial involved. 
Proceeding to the scalar case, we first recall that the matrix J in (1.16) 
coincides with the Jordan form of the (scalar) companion matrix CL, and 
since the latter is nonderogatory (see e.g. [7, p. 240]), the Jordan blocks in J 
correspond to distinct eigenvalues. (Note that, for a similar reason, the 
number of cells in the Jordan form of an n X n block companion matrix 
corresponding to equal eigenvalues cannot exceed n.) Furthermore, recalling 
the representation (2.2), we note that in the scalar case the entries of the 
matrix X0 can be chosen as l’s for each simple root of L(A) and as the vector 
[o ..* 0 l] with k - 1 zeros for a root of multiplicity k. 
These observations lead to the following consequence of Theorem 1.3 
concerning nonsingular (scalar) hermitian Hankel matrices, which is given 
here in a form based on the previous discussion. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let H = [ hi+j]f,y’o denote a non-singular hermitian Han- 
kel matrix. Then to every real number u = h21_ 1, there corresponds a unique 
set of integers rl,rz...., rP <CT=, rj = 1) such that the entries of H admit a 
representation 
h, = 5 XojfikMjRjMj*X$j (k =o,l ,...,21-2) (2.3) 
j=l 
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in which: 
(a> ej are 1; X rj nonsingular hermitian matrices computed by (1.15). 
6) lj are rj X rj matrices having mutually disjoint spectra symmetric 
with respect to the real line. They are Jordan blocks when associated to real 
eigenvalues and are direct sums of two Jordan blocks corresponding to 
mutually symmetric eigenvalues. 
Cc> x, =[O *.* 0 l] (with rj - 1 zeros). 
(d) The nonsingular matrices Mj obey the equation Mj J,? = J;” Mj. 
Furthermore, 
hzl_, = i Xoj$21-1MjRjMj*X$j. 
j=l 
(2.4) 
If H is a nonsingular positive definite (scalar) Hankel matrix, then 
applying the argument used in the proof of Theorem 1.4, we deduce that all 
eigenvalues pj of J are distinct real numbers. Hence the Achiezer-Krein 
Theorem 0.1 follows from Theorem 2.1. 
We conclude with the following example. 
EXAMPLE. For the given nonsingular real symmetric Hankel matrix 
Equation (1.3) with u = h, = -4, 
-[l -1 -l]H=[ -1 -2 -41, 
gives rise to the manic polynomial L(h) = 1- A - A2 + A3 = (A + 1XA - 1)’ 
having one simple root pi = - 1 and one double root ~s,~ = 1. Hence, using 
the remark preceding Theorem 2.1, we deduce that the matrices 
[ 
-1 0 0 
XO=[l 0 11, ]* = 0 1 0   1  
form a right standard pair for L(A). Furthermore, we have, in view of (1.15) 
HERMITIAN BLOCK HANKEL MATRICES 
and (2.1), that 
Hence the representation 
++; -:; z][; _; -; 
of the given matrix is valid [compare with (2.3)]. 
I[ 
4 
-4 
4 
The author thanks Dr. R. Janssen for encouraging 
referees for useful remarks. 
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